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Forum Name: COD Board Forum January 2 - January 15, 2019 
Date: All 
Participants : Wendy Darby, sheila Haque, Cyril Spiro 

Topic Title : MISCELLANEOUS 
Author 

Wendy Darby 
Wed Jan 02, 2019 10:39 am 

TOPIC (Author: Wendy Darby. Replies : 0) 
Message 

This topic is open for suggested new Topic subjects by non-Supervisors. Only 
supervisors can create/start a new topic. This topic is designed so residents can 
post a question (or comment) to the COD Board members. The NEW topic will be 
created separately from the Miscellaneous topic for ease of reply and viewing . 

In order to get started, press QUOTE (right corner from the Author) to the Topic and 
type either the question or comment to the COD Board . 

Please call the Beach Club (813) 986-1031 for any questions or assistance. 

***CLICK on 'Subscribe' (located top left of the forum meeting list) to receive email 
notifications of replies to topic subjects and new topics!*** 

Topic Title : How to increase participation here? (Author : sheila Haque, Replies : 1) 
Author Message 

sheila Haque 
Wed Jan 09, 2019 10:15 am 

Hi Guys! 

I wanted to see what your thoughts are as to how we can increase participation on 
the Sunshine Board? I thought it might be helpful if we add a feature that allows 
users to get a notification if a new comment or reply is posted. What are some other 
things we could try? This is such a wonderful tool but very under utilized. Would 
love to hear your input. 

Happy new year everyone! 
Cyril Spiro 
Thu Jan 10, 2019 12:22 am 

Hi Sheila, 

When I was a board member we used the SB to communicate among Supervisors 
so that we had a sense of how we each felt on topics before physical meetings. 
This helped make meetings more efficient. Even when only a few supervisors 
participated it helped meeting conversations move more efficiently. 

Also, sometimes I had to make decisions as the Chair before the next physical 
board meeting, so it gave me an opportunity to learn how the other Supervisors felt 
about the topic before I made my decision. 

Residents usually got involved when we discussed topics that they brought up at 
board meetings. In order to save time in the physical meetings, we would tell them 
that we would continue the discussion on the Sunshine Board. 

I found that residents participate more when they are told there is a specific item to 
discuss which matters to them. 

I hope that helps, 
Cyril 
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